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Exploring Change – Stability, Drainage and Freeboard 

2. We are seeking early feedback 

 Maritime NZ is seeking preliminary 
comment on proposed changes and how 
they apply to New Zealand’s commercial 
domestic fleet. 

 This ‘exploring change’ stage is not 
formal public consultation.  

 Your feedback will be used to help 
develop formal proposals and draft rules. 
We expect to publicly consult on these 

proposals in 2024. 

3. Why changes are being 
explored 

 The review of the stability, drainage and 
freeboard rules is part of a wider project 
to review the ‘40-Series’ rules. These 
rules set out the design, construction 
and equipment requirements for New 
Zealand’s commercial domestic fleet.  

 The ‘40-Series’ rules are being reformed 
in response to concerns from both 
Maritime NZ and the sector that the rules 

are outdated, and not fit-for-purpose. 

4. Changes we are seeking feedback on 

 The stability assessment requirements are based on whether a vessel is open or decked 

and whether it is considered to be high or low complexity. Other vessel configurations, such 

as, partially decked, well decked or cockpit vessels are not used as the assessment methods, 

described below, adequately cover these different arrangements. 

 Assessment requirements 

Open Vessel 

- Low complexity 

(refer Section 6 and Appendix 1) 

 Swamp test 

 Basic heel test 

 If 12m or more in length overall heel angle limit applies 

 Person recovery test 

Open Vessel 

- High complexity  

(refer Sections 8 & 11, and Appendix 1) 

 Comprehensive intact stability assessment 

 Residual stability - assessment with vessel swamped 

 Drainage requirements – may use bilge pumps able to withstand swamp event 

Decked Vessel 

- Low complexity 

(refer Sections 7 & 11, and Appendix 1) 

 Simulated heel test 

 Residual stability - assessment with recess(es) swamped (when the recess to 

reserve buoyancy ratio is greater than 0.025)  

 Self-draining and freeing requirements 

Decked Vessel 

- High complexity 

(refer Sections 8 & 11, and Appendix 1) 

 Comprehensive intact stability assessment 

 Residual stability - assessment with recess(es) swamped (when the recess to 

reserve buoyancy ratio is greater than 0.025)  

 Self-draining requirements 

 A high complexity vessel is one that meets any one of a number of criteria, including: ≥ 24m 

load line length (LLL), carries more than 50 persons if decked or 12 persons if open, operates 

beyond restricted limits or inshore fishing limits (unless a RHIB which can operate up to restricted 

coastal), carries cargo ≥ 8% lightship, engages in high risk activities such as towing, lifting, fishing 

(if >12m), or varies its displacement by greater than 30% (refer to section 3 for full definitions). 

 Where a vessel is decked and has a substantive recess(es), or it is a high complexity open vessel, 

an assessment of the drainage capacity when swamped will also be required. This is a new 

assessment method and partially draws on the methods used in Australia’s National Standard for 

Commercial Vessels (refer section 11).  

 Load line requirements would only apply to vessels 24m or more LLL operating beyond 

coastal limits (i.e. outside 50NM). Vessels not requiring load line application would require a 

mandatory assigned freeboard marking if intending to carry cargo greater than 8% lightship 

and to all other vessels considered to be of high complexity (refer section 12).  

 

 

5. How would the proposals impact the 
existing fleet? 

 All vessels that don’t have approved stability 

information available would need to have their 

stability re-assessed in accordance with the new 

rules within 6 months from the first scheduled 

survey.   

 A high complexity vessel, which does not currently 

have a load line or freeboard mark, would be 

required to have one applied at their next renewal 

survey, or three years after the new rules come 

into effect, whichever date falls later. 

 A vessel that tows greater than two times its 

length, as part of its standard operation, would 

need to have a towing assessment done within 

one year after the new rules come into effect if not 

already assessed. 

 Some vessels, less than 24m LLL and operating 

within coastal limits, would no longer require a 

load line certificate. 

 

 

7. Have your say  

Your feedback is important. It helps us to refine our 
proposals and to decide which changes to develop 
and include as part of formal public consultation.  

 Write us an email and send it through to us at 
40.series@maritimenz.govt.nz 

 Speak to us directly – email us your details 

and we will get in touch 

Please provide your feedback to us by 4 November 

2022. 

6. Where can I get more information? 

The document ‘Exploring Change: Stability, Drainage 
and Freeboard’ has more detailed information on 

these proposals 

Find this on the Maritime NZ website at: 

https://www.maritimenz.govt.nz/content/rules/part-40-
reform/default.asp 

 

1. What this sheet does 

 This sheet provides a brief summary of 
proposed changes to the Maritime 
Stability, Drainage and Freeboard Rules. 

 The proposals are explained in more 
detail in the document ‘Exploring 
Change: Stability, Drainage and 
Freeboard 

 The section references, referred to in 
box 4, refer to the relevant sections in 

the Exploring Change document. 

Official Information and Privacy 

The feedback you provide is covered by the Official Information Act 1982 and the Privacy Act 1993. You may be identified if your feedback is published by Maritime NZ or 
released under the Act to someone who requests it. You need to tell us if, for some reason, you do not want your feedback or name disclosed. Further details are in the 
front of the Exploring Change document. Contact us at 40.series@maritimenz.govt.nz  

https://www.maritimenz.govt.nz/content/rules/part-40-reform/default.asp
https://www.maritimenz.govt.nz/content/rules/part-40-reform/default.asp

